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Born in 1985. Argentine and French citizenship. Focused on Arts and Communication. Solid academic background in Filmmaking
and Storytelling. Graduated with honors. GPA 9/10.
Experienced script supervisor and A.D. in films, series and commercials. Strong passion for creating independent films. Enjoys
working with a variety of actors and crew members from diverse nationalities. Has a knack for bringing out the best in an actor,
script, or production. Joined several International Media Art Residencies. Familiar with state-of-the-art technologies. Interested
in new media storytelling.

Experience
- Created and developed 20+ projects ranging from short films, feature
films, commercials, music videos and short form documentaries, from
inception to final product.
- Researched, wrote and co-wrote scripts for fiction and documentary
Director /
Writer
2003 - Present

projects.
- Determined resources needed to make the projects. Secured locations,
talent crew and equipment for production.
- Collaborated with international crew members and shot in studio and in
field in several countries.
- Worked in stretch collaboration with film crew to fulfill director’s vision
for 4 feature films, 9 commercials and 1 short film.

Assistant
Director
2008 - 2015

- Scheduled shootings. Managed time responsibly to maintain budget.
- Organized casting calls, crew calls, location scouts, and technical scouts.
- Lead daily production meetings and weekly production calls.

- Prepared script breakdown for 10 feature films, 1 TV series, 1 web series
and 2 commercials.
Script
Supervisor /
Continuity
2008 - 2016

- Monitored the work of 5+ film departments in production to be in sync.
- Kept track of the film production unit's daily progress.
- Prepared thorough production reports and compiled continuity logs for
editing.

- Edited several episodes for 4 TV series, 5+ tutorials and 200+ mobile
content to picture lock.
Video Editor
2011 - 2015

- Created motion graphics to be used in videos.
- Managed and oversaw vast stock catalogue of footage and video archive.
- Handled multiple programs.
- Planed and executed 3 interactive informative and entertaining stands for
a massive technological fair in a timely manner according to the client.
- Created and edited content for games, animations and interactive

Creative
Producer
2011 - 2013

multimedia installations.
- Oversaw the work of animators, game designers, multimedia artists and
programmers. Worked in stretch collaboration with architects, builders
and stand designers.
- Secured locations, talent crew and equipment for production of
1 international transmedia documentary.

Languages
Spanish

Awarded projects
Las dos mitades | 2017 |
Cenizas | 2012 |
Sereno | 2009|
Ojta, journal intime de la distance | 2008 |
Despierto y veo | 2008 |
La reconstrucción de un olvido | 2007 |
Fading | 2006 |
Conquista | 2005 |
Fénix | 2005 |
A | 2005 |
Haiku | 2003 |
Skills
Ability to work in a team and
communicate effectively.
A keen eye for detail.
Aptitude to work under pressure and
meet deadlines.
Dedication and drive to push
boundaries.
Facility to learn continuously.
Ability to offer creative, yet practical
solutions.
Academic education
MA | Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degree
2016-18 |Lusófona University (PT), Napier
University – Screen Academy Scotland (UK) &
BFM Tallinn University (EE)
BA Direction of Film, Video and TV
2012 | Universidad Nacional de La Plata (AR)
BA Multimedia Production
2010 | Universidad Nacional de La Plata (AR)
Workshops & Seminars
Choreography and Movement
Direction in Film
2017 | Francesca Jaynes (UK)
Theater
2014-16 | Moscú Teatro (AR) / Claudio
Hochman (PT)
AVID MC 101 & MC 110
2014 | GOTIKA [AATP] (AR)
Seminar for Latin American and
European Professional Film Producers
2011 | Den Danske Filmskole (DK)

Certification
English

French
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